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Abstract-Let A and T be positive numbers. The singular differential equation (T(I)=‘)’ = 
pq(t)f(t,r) is considered. Here T > 0 on (0, A] may be singular at I = 0, and f(t,~) < 0 may 
be singular at I = 0 and I = A. Effective sufficient conditions imposed on T, p, q, and f are 
given for the existence of a solution I to the above equation satisfying either the Dirichlet conditions 
r(O) = Z(T) = 0 or the periodic conditions z(O) = r(T), Z’(O) = z’(T), and, in addition, 0 < z < A 
on (0,T). @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords- Dirichlet problem, Periodic problem, Positive solution, Singular, %t.nsversality the- 
orem, Regularity technique, Sequential technique. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let J = [0, T] be a compact interval and A E (0, cm). Consider the singular Dirichlet boundary 
value problem (BVP for short) 
(44W’(~)) = /4W(4 #))l (1) 
2(O) = 0, z(T) = 0. (2) 
Here p > 0 is a constant, T > 0 on (0, A] may be singular at x = 0, q > 0 a.e. on J, and f 5 0 
on J x (0, A) may be singular at z = 0 and x = A of the phase variable 2. 
Set 
O<s(t)<AfortE(O,T) , 
> 
J 
Z?-(u)& E C’(J) nC2((0,T)), 
0 
0 < x(t) < A for t E (0,T) 
> 
, 
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and 
&; = { z : 2 E ES, z E Cl(J), d(0) = z’(T) = o} .
We say that z(t) is a sol&ion of BVP (l),(2) in the set &i (i = O,l, 2) if t E El, z satisfies 
the boundary conditions (2), and (1) is satisfied for t E (0,T). 
We observe that any solution of BVP (l),(2) in the set &i is a solution of (1) satisfying the 
periodic boundary conditions. 
In many papers (see, e.g., [l-8] and references therein) the authors considered positive solutions 
(with various smoothness) of the Dirichlet problem for the second-order differential equation z”+ 
g(t, z) = 0 where g > 0 may be singular at the point 2 = 0 of the phase variable 2. The proofs of 
existence results are based on the regularity and sequential techniques and the technique of lower 
and upper functions. Existence results for corresponding regular Dirichlet problems are proved by 
Krasnoselski’s fixed-point theorem on a cone, a Leray-Schauder alternative, Schauder’s fixed-point 
theorem, the topological transversality and their modifications. We know only paper [9], where 
the Dirichlet problem for the differential equation (ri(z)z’))’ + gi(t,z, 2’) = 0 was considered, 
however, in a regular case. Our paper is closely related to [6], where the Dirichlet problem for the 
differential equation x” + pq(t)h(t, x, x’) = 0 was considered with h 2 0, which may be singular 
at x = 0 and x = A of the phase variable x and x’ = 0 of the phase variable x’. We note that 
for instance in [lo-121 singular BVPs with sign changing nonlinearities having positive solutions 
were considered. 
The purpose of this paper is to give effective sufficient conditions imposed on p, r, q, and f 
which guarantee the solvability of BVP (l),(2) in the sets &i and Eh (Theorem 1) and in the 
set &i (Theorem 2). To prove our results, we use the regularity, sequential, and truncation 
techniques and the topological transversality theorem (see, e.g., [13,14]). 
Throughout the paper, we assume that the functions r, q, and f satisfy the following assump- 
tions: 
(Hi) r E C’((O,A]) f~ Ll([O,A]) and r > 0 on (O,A], 
(HZ) q E C’((O,T)), q > 0 a.e. on J and 
Q = sup{q(t) : t E J} < cm, 
(H3) f : J x (‘44 -+ C-m01 continuous, k(t) I -f (t, x) I g(x) + h(x) for (t, z) E J x (0, A), 
where k > 0 a.e. on J, k E Ll(J), g 2 0 continuous on (O,A), h 2 0 continuous on [O,A] 
and 
J 
,‘(g(u) + h(u))r(u) du < co. 
We will explicitly formulate these assumptions only in our theorems. 
2. NOTATION, LEMMAS 
By Urysohn’s lemma, for each n E N, there exists p, E C”(J x IR) such that 0 5 p,,(t,x) 5 1 
for (t, x) E J x R, pn(t, x) = 1 for (t, x) E J x (-co, nA/(n + 2)], and p,(t,x) = 0 for (t,x) E 
J x [nA/(n + l), 00). 
For eachn E N, let r, E C’([O,oo)), 7 E C”((O,oo)), fn E C’(JxR), and&, HE C”([O,co)), 
be defined by the formulas 
m(u) = 
for 11 E (O,A], 
r(A), for u E (A,co), 
l r(A), for u E (A,co), 
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fn(t, x> = ~&,z)f(t,~), for (t,x) E J x 
for(t,z)EJx (-co,-&), 
u 
E&(U) = 
J 
%r,(s) ds, H(U) = 
0 J Y(s) ds. 0 
BY W3)r 
, 
for(t,z)EJx (-oo,&), 
k(t)p,,(t,z), for (t,z) E J x 
, ‘4% 
Consider the family of regular BVPs 
depending on n E N and the parameter X, X E [0, 11. We recall that p> 0 throughout the paper. 
We say that z(t) is a solution of SW (3,x), (4,) if 2 E C’(J), T,(z)x’ E @((O,T)), z satisfies 
the boundary conditions (4,), and (3,~) is satisfied for t E (0,T). 
LEMMA 1. Let (n, X) E N x (0, l] and z be a solution of BVP (3,x),(4,). Then 
and 
A- < xc(t) I -$ 
n+3 - (5) 
IMt))~‘(t)l I 
d J %Q oAMU) + h(4b(4 du> (6) 
for t E J. 
PROOF. If X = 0, then z(t) = A/(n + 3) is the unique solution of BVP (3no)r(4n). This solution 
satisfies inequalities (5) and (6). 
Let X > 0. Assume that max{z(t) : t E J} = s(to) > nA/(n + 1). Then to E (O,T), 
s'(to) = 0, and there exist tl, t2, 0 5 tl < to < t2 5 T, such that z(tl) = s(t2) = nA/(n + 1) 
and z(t) > nA/(n + 1) for t E (tl,tz). Consequently, (T,,(#))?(t)) = 0 for t E [tl,tz], and 
s’(to) = 0 implies rn(z(t))z'(t) = 0 for t E [tl,tz]. Since m(z(t)) > 0 for t E [tl,tz], we have 
x’ = 0 on [tl, t2], which is impossible. Hence, z(t) 5 nA/(n + 1) for t E J. 
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From the relations 
(I”“‘?.&)&)” = (m(4+w’ I -&4w~h(t, a)) I 0, 
we deduce that the function J:(t) r,(u) du is concave on J, and consequently, (4,) implies z(t) 2 
A/(n + 3) for t E J. Hence, inequalities (5) hold for t E J and m(z(t)) = r(z(t)) for these t. 
Since (r(x(t))z’(t))’ = Xpq(t)fn(t,z(t)) 5 0 for t E (O,T), the function r(z)z’ is nonincreasing 
on J, and so 
Ir(~(W(t)l I maxW(O))~‘(O), Ir(GY~‘(W 
In addition, there exists < E (0,T) such that r(z(<))z’([) = 0, and then r(z(t))z’(t) 1 0 for 
t E [O,<] and r(z(t))z’(t) 5 0 for t E [E,T]. Integrating the inequalities 
and 
2 (r(z(t))z’(t))‘r(z(t))~‘(t) I -2pQ(g(dt)) + h(z(t)))r(~(t))z’(t), t E K,Tl, 
over [0, t] and [r, T], respectively, we get 
and 
I WQ o--(9O + h(~)b(‘IL) du- 
J 
Inequality (6) now follows from (7)-(g). 
LEMMA 2. Let CC, be a solution of BVP (3ni),(4,,) and 6 E (0,T). Then 
t 
q(s)fn(s,ds)) ds + h(u)b-(u)du> 
for t E J. 
PROOF. Since (cf. Lemma 1) (r(zn(t))&(t)) = pq(t)f,(t, zn(t)) for t E (0, T), we have 
s, z,(s)) ds I ; I+n(t))d(t) - ~M5))~iK)l~ t E J. 
(9) 
I 
The assertion of our lemma now follows from (6). 
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LEMMA 3. Let n E N. Then there exists a solution of BVP (3nr),(4n). 
PROOF. Set 
K: = (2 : P E Co(J), 0 < s(t) < A for t E J} . 
Then K is a bounded, convex, and open subset of the Banach space Co(J) with the sup-norm. 
Consider the operator 
A : [0, l] x R + C’(J), 
where H;l denotes the inverse function to H,,. Obviously, A is a compact operator. Assume that 
A(Xa,zc) = $0 for some (X0,20) E [O,l] x K. Then IO is a solution of BVP (3nx0),(4n), and so 
z. $.! aK: by Lemma 1. Hence, A(X,o) # 2 for (X,2) E [O, l] x BK. Since A(O,z) = A/(n + 3) for 
2 E E and A/(n + 3) E K, there exists a fixed-point 3: of the operator A(1, .) by the topological 
transversality theorem. Clearly, z is a solution of BVP (3n1),(4n). I 
LEMMA 4. Let 12 E N and x be a solution of BVP (3,1),(4,). Then 
x(t) 2 
H-+f(--&)+~), for t E 0 [,;I, 
H-qH(&)+ 
2pK(TT-t)), fortE ($,T], (lo) 
where 
ii 
5-P 
K = min sq(s)pn(s, x(s))k(s) ds, JTT2(T - s)q(s)p,(s, z(s))k(s) ds . 
0 
PROOF. By (Hs) and (5), 
and so 
((rW))xW)’ =) (H(W))” I -~Lq(t)p,(t,~(t))k(t), for t E (0,T). (11) 
Hence, (H(x(t)))” 5 0 for t E (0,T) and (H(z(t)))” f 0. Consequently, H(x(t)) is a concave 
function on J and there exists v E (0,T) such that (H(s(t))):_ = 0. By (ll), 
-(H@(t))) = a”))” ds I -/I 1’ q(s)p,(s,z(s))k(s) ds, 
for t E [O, v] and 
(H(z(t)))’ = Jt(H(+$))” ds L -I* 1’ q(s)p,(s, z(s))k(s) ds, 
” v 
for t E [Y, T]. It follows that 
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for t E [O,v] and 
for t E [v, T]. From (12) and (13), we see that H(z(T/2)) 2 H(A/(n + 3)) + pK, and since 
H(z(t)) is concave on J, we have 
H@(t)) 2 (14) 
Now (14) leads to (10). I 
3. EXISTENCE FtESULTS, EXAMPLES 
THEOREM 1. Let Assumptions (H1)-(Hs) be satisfied. Set 
(15) 
Then BVP (l),(2) h as a solution in the set &i for each p E (O,~T). 
If in addition, lim,,e+ r(u) = y > 0, then for each p E (O,pp), BVP (l),(2) has a solution in 
the set &A. 
PROOF. Fix p E (O,~T). By Lemma 3, for each n E N, there exists a solution zn of 
BVP (3n1),(4,J. C onsider the sequence (2, (t)}. By Lemma 1, 
for t E J and n E N, (16) 
where 
Hence, 0 5 H(zn(t)) 5 H(A) and I(H(zn(t)))‘l 5 L for t E J and n E N. Going if necessary 
to a subsequence, we can assume, by the Arzel&Ascoli theorem, that {H(z,(t))} is uniformly 
convergent on J. We are going to prove that {zn(t)} is uniformly convergent on J as well. If 
not, there exist se > 0, {tn} C J, and subsequences {kn) and {In} of M such that 
IzCk,(tn) - zK,(rn)l Z so, n E N. 
The sequences {zrz,(&)), @I,,(&,)) are bounded by (16), and so we can assume that those are 
convergent, say 
lim Xk,,(tn) = u, lim xl,(&) = V. 
Tl-C4J n-XX 
Then IU - VI 2 ~0. On the other hand, lim,,, IH(xk,(&)) - H(zl,(t,))j = 0 since {H(zn(t))} 
is uniformly convergent on J, which contradicts 
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Let 
JFnn xn(t) = x(t) 
uniformly on J. Then x E Co(J), x(0) = 0, x(T) = 0, and 0 5 x(t) 5 A for t E J. Assume 
that there exist 71, 72, 0 < 71 < 72 < T, such that x(rr) = x(72) = A. If x(ta) < A for some 
to E (or, r2), then there exists no E N such that x,(71) > (A+x(to))/2 and xn(to) < (A+x(tc))/2 
for n 2 no. Hence, x; 5 0 on [to, T] and so sn(to) 2 x,(72) for n 2 no, which is impossible. 
Therefore, either x(t) < A for t E J or there exist cl, <2, 0 < El I [2 < T, such that z(t) = A for 
t E [E~,[~]. Set A = {t : t E J, z(t) = A}. Then either A = 0 or A = [&,E2], 0 < [I 5 [Z < T. 
Since limndoo p, (&xc,(t)) = 1 for t E J \ A and 0 < p,(t,z,(t)) L 1 for t E A and n E N, 
Lemma 4 implies 
x(t) 2 (17) 
where 
KO = min sq(s)k(s) da, 
s 
(T - s)q(s)k(s) ds > 0. 
[TIWI\d 
Hence, x(t) > 0 for t E (0, T). The next part of the proof is divided into two cases. 
CASE 1. Let x(t) < A for t E J; that is, A = 0. Let 0 < v < T < T. Then there exists nr E N 
such that 
0 < i min{x(v), X(T)} 5 xn(t) I :(A + max{x(t) : t E J}) < A, 
for t E [v, T] and n 2 nl. Consequently, lim,,, fn(t,xn(t)) = f(t,x(t)) for t E [v,r] and 
0 I -f&,xCn(t)) I sJ(xn(t)) + edt)) 5 MT 
for t E [v, T] and n 1 nr, where 
M = max g(u) + h(u) : f min{x(v), X(T)} 5 u 5 f(A + max{x(t) : t E J}) 
> 
. 
Let [ E (v,T). By Lemma 1, 
I+n(E)bh(E)I L J WrQ ~A(d.) + h(‘ll)b-(‘11) du, n E N, 
and we can assume that the sequence {r(xn(@)xk([)} is convergent, say 
Taking the limit as n 4 00 in the inequalities 
we obtain (cf. Lemma 2) 
J 
x(t) t * 
r(s) ds = C(t - <) +p 
JJ 
q(v)f(v x(u)) dv ds, 
z(E) c E 
n E N, t E [V], 
t E [V,T]. 
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Consequently (for v ----f 0 and 7 + T), 
J 
x(t) t s r(s) ds = C(t - [) + p JJ q(v)f(v 4~)) dv ds, t E (0,T). (18) a) t E 
Since q(t)fn(t,zn(t)) 5 0 for t E (0,T) and n E N, it follows from Lemma 2 and the Fatou 
theorem that q(t)f(t, z(t)) is integrable on J and so (18) is satisfied even for t E J. Then 
Jo” T(U) du E Cl(J) and 
t T-(z(t))z'(t) = c + p J q(s)f(t,+))ds> tE(0,T). E
Using the fact that q(t)f(t,z(t)) and r(z(t)) > 0 are continuous on (O,T), we see that 2 is a 
solution of BVP (l),(2) in the set Ei. 
CASE 2. Let A = [&,&?I, 0 < & 5 <z < T. Then 0 < z(t) < A for t E (O,&) U ({z, T) and 
s(t) = A for t E [[I, 52]. By Lemma 1, 
(~xf”t’?-(s)ds)’ = +&))zi(t) I L, 
for t E J. Hence, Jt”(F1) T(S) ds 5 L&, and letting n + 00, we get 
J 
A 
0 
r(s)ds_<L& <[;\l?p,oi*luo-h(3)r(u)du=$~Ar(s)ds. 
Analogously, 
J 
A 
r(s) ds < 2(T - “) A r(s) ds 
0 J To ' 
If & 5 T/2, then 
J 
A 
0 
T(S) ds < F J 
A A r(s) ds 5 J r(s)& 0 0 
which is impossible. If & > T/2, then T - & < T/2, and consequently, 
J 
A 
r(s)ds < 2(T-E2) J A J 
A 
T 0 
T(S) ds < 4s) ds, 
0 0 
a contradiction. 
Let lim u_+s+ r(u) = y > 0. Then we can assume that r E C’([O,A]). By the first part of the 
proof, there exists a solution 2 of BVP (l),(2) in the set Es, and so from st r(u) du E C1( J) and 
T > 0 on [0, A], we conclude that t E C’(J) and then &A. I 
Examples 1 and 2 demonstrate the importance of condition JoA(s(v) + h(u))r(zl) du < 00 in 
Assumption (Hs). 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the differential equation 
where ~1, cr E (0,oo). By Theorem 1, BVP (19),(2) has a solution in the set &A if Q E (0,l) and 
0 < ~1 < 2(1- a)A’+a/T2. A ssume that there exists a solution u of BVP (19),(2) in the set &A 
for Q = 1 and some p= ~0 > 0. Then 2~ E C*(J) and from the equality 
( (uW)2) ' = -&0(1n@))', t E (O,TL 
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we deduce that 
(~‘(t))~ = -21.~0 lnu(t) + b, t E J, 
with a constant b, which contradicts u E C1 (J) and lim,+o+ In u(t) = --o;). 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the differential equation 
( > 
I 
5 =-g, (20) 
where ~,a E (0,oo). By Theorem 1, BVP (20),(2) h as a solution in the set &z if a E (0,1/2) 
and 0 < /J < 4(1- ~cK)A~/~+~/T~. W e are going to prove that BVP (20),(2) has no solution in 
the set Ei if cy = l/2. Assume that u E &i is a solution of BVP (20),(2) with cx = l/2 and some 
p= ~0 > 0. Then m E Cl(J) f~ C2((0,T)) and from the equality 
((m)“)‘=--Po(lnm)‘, tE(O,T), 
we deduce that 
( &@)I2 = -PO In 43 + c, t E J, 
where c E W, which contradicts &@ E C1 (J) and lim+o+ In a = -co. 
Example 3 presents a differential equation of type (1) satisfying Assumptions (HI)-(Hs) with 
lim,,o+ r(u) = 0, which has for each ~1 > 0 no solution u E &A satisfying the boundary condi- 
tions (2). 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the differential equation 
(fix’)’ = -$, (21) 
and assume that BVP (21),(2) has a solution u in the set &,j, for p = ~0 > 0. Then fiu’ E 
Co(J) n C’((O,T)), u E C’(J), and from (21), it follows that (mu’(t))’ < 0 for t E (0,T). 
Hence, au’(t) ’ d 1s ecreasing on J, which contradicts mu’(O) = mu’(T) = 0 since 
u(0) = u(T) = 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let Assumptions (HI)-(Hs) be satisfied and lim,,o+ r(u) = 03. Let pi be defined 
by (15). If 0 < p < pT, then BVP (l),(2) has a solution in the set &i. 
PROOF. Fix p E (0, PT). By Theorem 1, there exists a solution 2 of BVP (l),(2) in the set &,, and 
from the proof of this theorem, we can assume that z is the limit (in Co(J)) of the sequence {z~}, 
where 2, is a solution of BVP (3n1),(4,). In add’t’ 1 ion, z satisfies (17). By Lemma 1, the sequence 
{r(zn(t))xh(t)} is uniformly bounded on J, and consequently, {cc;(t)} is uniformly bounded on J 
as well since inf{r(u) : u E (O,A]} = y > 0 which follows from (HI) and lim,,o+ Y(U) = oo. We 
first show that {(r-(z,(t))x~(t))2} ’ IS e q uicontinuous on J. Let 0 5 tl < t2 5 T. For each n E N, 
(r(z,(t))&(t)) 5 0 on (0, T), and so there exists en E (0,T) such that x;(&) = 0 and z;(t) 2 0 
for t E [0,&J, z;(t) IO for t E [&,T]. If t2 5 & for some n E N, then for this n and t E [tl,t2], 
we have 
2(r(s,(t))~:,(t))‘r(z,(t))2~(t) L -2 QMdt)) + h(~,(t)))r(zn(t))sh(t), (22) 
and integrating (22) from tl to t2, we get 
0 I (WzW)&W2 - W&z))~~(t2))2 I WQ 
I 
zn(tz) 
I (tl) Mu) + h(u))r(U) ch (23) 
,L 
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If ti < <n < ts for some n E N, then from (22) which is satisfied for t E [ti,&] and the inequality 
2 (r(~,(t))~:,(t))‘r(~(t))~:,(t) 5 -2~QMM)) + h(~c,(t)))r(~c,(t))z~(~), (24) 
for t E [&, t2] we obtain by the integration, , 
and 
Consequently, 
(7-(~(t2))4(t2))~ I %Q 
I 
%a&*) 
G.(h) 
Mu) + h(u)b(~) du. 
Finally, if & 5 ti for some n E IV, then from (24) (with t E [ti,tz]), we deduce 
0 I w7&2))4J~2)~2 - (+&)b;@1)~2 
s 
&x(h) 
I %Q 5 
n 
(tz) M4 + h(u)b-(u) due 
(26) 
Inequalities (23), (25), and (26) show that {(r(zn(t))zi(t))2} is e q uicontinuous on J. There is 
no less of generality in assuming that {(r(~~(t))sk(t))~} is uniformly convergent on J. We claim 
that {r(~(t))&(t)) is uniformly convergent on J as well. Suppose not. Then there exist &o > 0, 
subsequences {k,}, {In} of M and {tn} c J such that 
Since {tn} is bounded, we can assume that {tn} is convergent, lim,,, t, = to. From the 
boundedness of {r(zk,(to))z~n(to)} and {r(q,(to))x~_(to)}, it may be assumed that those are 
convergent, say 
lim +k,, (t0))4,, (to) = a, 
71’00 
)m_ h,, (t0))4,. (to) = P. 
We now show that lim,,, r(zck, (tn))$Jtn) = CL In the opposite case from the equalities 
I~(~k,&))&,(tn) - ~(xk,,(tO)b;,,(tO)I I~(~kr,(tn))~~,,@n) +r (xk,,(tO))d,,(tO)I 
= 1 (T(xk,, @n))d,, b))’ - (T(xk,, (tO)b&, (to))21 1 
and 
)nrn [(T (%t (tn)) &,(tn,)’ - (r (~k,@O))x;,,@0))2] = o 
(the last equality follows from the fact that {(Zk,, (t)si,,(t))2} um ‘f ormly convergent on J), we ob- 
tain (Y # 0 and there exists a subsequence {kj,} of {kn} such that lim,,, r(%kj,, (tj,,))z&n (tj,,) = 
-a. Then for sufficiently large n, there exists cj,, lying between tj,, and to such that 
r (2kj,, Gj,, 1 j xi,,, CL, 1 = 0. 
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So lim n+oo(~(xkj,, (tj,))xkj,, (tj_))2 = 0 since {(r(x:,(t))xL(t))2} is uniformly convergent on J, 
which is impossible. The case lim,,, T(s~,~ (&))xi,, (tn) = P can be treated quite analogously. 
Then (cf. (27)) Ia - PI > EO and from the equalities 
&n_ [(r bk, (to)) 4,,(to))2 - @- (21..(to))Il,,(t0))2] = 0 
and 
~+%bJ))d&O) - T(xZ,,@O))&,(~O)I Ir(xk&))d,,(~O) + +2,,@0))X;,,(to)I 
= I(r(xk..(tO))x;,,,(t0))2 - (r(IZ,~(tO))X1,,(to))21, 
it follows that CY + p = lim,,, (T(xk,, (to))xk,, (to) + ~(xl,, (to))xi,, (to)) = 0. Hence, 
Q! = /+im_r (Zk,, (to)) x6, (to) = - &&r h,, (to)) zi,, (to). 
Assume for instance Q > 0 and let r(xk,(to))xi,(to) > (r/2, r(xl,, (to))si,,(to) 5 -a/2 for n 2 n1 
where n1 is a suitable positive integer. Then x;,(to) > 0 and xi,,(to) < 0 for n 1 nl. Hence, 
x;,,(C) = 0, X:,,(G) = 0 for n 2 72 I, where 71, < to < &. Since r(xn(t))xL(t) is a nonincreasing 
function on J for n E N, we have 
for t E [to,T] and n 1 nl. (28) 
From (28) and using the fact that {(r(x,(t))xL(t))2} is uniformly convergent on J, we see that 
there exists n2 E N, nz 1 nl, such that 
for t E [to,T] and n 2 n2. (29) 
On the other hand, ?-(xk,,(&))xi_,(i&) = 0 for n 2 n 1, contrary to (29). We have proved 
that {r(xn(t))xk(t)) is uniformly convergent on J, say lim,,,r(xn(t))xi(t) = w(t). Let 
0 < v < 7 < T. By (17), x(t) > 0 on [v,~] and we see that lim,,,xL(t) = w(t)/r(x(t)) uni- 
formly on [u, ~1, and consequently, {x;(t)} locally uniformly convergent on (0, T). We now claim 
that {xi(t)} uniformly convergent on [0, T/2]. If not, there exist E+ > 0, subsequences {j,}, {in} 
of N and {&} c (0, T/2], limn+a, & = 0 such that 
for n E N. (30) 
Since {r(xj,$ (O))xi,, (0)) is bounded and lim,,, r(xj, (0)) = 00, we see that lim,,, xi” (0) = 0. 
From the equalities 
which follows from the fact that {r(xj,, (t))zi, (t)} uniformly convergent on J, 
and 
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for n E N, we deduce that lim,,, x>,, (in) = 0. Analogously, we can prove lim,,, z:,, (fn) = 0. 
Hence, limn+oo (&CL) - a:,,) = 0, contrary to (30). In the same manner, we conclude 
that {z;(t)} uniformly convergent on [T/2,2’]. Therefore, {z;(t)} uniformly convergent on J 
and lim,,, z;(t) = z’(t). Then z E C’(J) and since {r(z,(O))~~(O)}, {~(z,(T))zk(T)} are 
bounded and lim,_,r(z,(O)) = lim,,,r(z,(T)) = 00, we conclude that limn+oozk(0) = 
limn+oo z;(T) = 0, and consequently, z’(0) = z’(T) = 0. We have proved that 5 is a solution of 
BVP (l),(2) in the set El. I 
REMARK 1. From the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, it is easily seen that the assertions of both 
the theorems are true even if assumption k > 0 a.e. on J on k E &(J) in (Hs) is replaced by a 
weaker assumption: there exists E E (0,2’/2) such that k > 0 a.e. on [0, E] U [T - E,T]. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the differential equation 
whereA>O,~,~,c,~~[O,~),cu~(-l,oo),~~(O,oo),y,~~(O,oo),6,~~(O,l),y-~<I, 
and E - a < 1. For a = 0, we set za G 1. Set 
1 
-1 
+ cA1+a-6B(1 + CX, 1 - 6) + dA’+‘=-“B(1 + cr - E, 1 - 77) , 
where B(u, U) is the beta-function. Applying Theorems 1 and 2 with q(t) = 1 sin(l/t)j, T(U) = ua, 
g(u) = bu-Y+c(A-~)-~+du-~(A-u)-? h(u) = l+a#, and k(t) = 1, we see that BVP (31),(2) 
has a solution in the set &i provided 0 < p < I_LT and has a solution in the set &i provided 
0 < /I < ,LQ and CY E (-l,O). 
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